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QUESTION 1

Which of the following reasons would MOST likely be used to implement QoS and trafc shaping solutons? 

A. Redundancy 

B. Fault tolerance 

C. Unifed communicatons 

D. Data integrity requirements 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is MOST commonly implemented for remote access to UNIX systems? 

A. SSL 

B. RSH 

C. SSH 

D. RDP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Several users from the fnance department report that they are able to access the Internetf but unable to connect to their
fnancial applicatons. The network technician is unable to ping the fnance server. The technician decides to check the
switch and determines that Internet access is working. Which of the following is a possible cause of the access issues? 

A. Faulty cable 

B. Remote management disabled 

C. Improper VLAN assignment 

D. Mismatched duplex 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A network administrator notces that load balancing is not working properly on the web cluster as previously confgured.
In speaking with managementf a change to the IP addressing scheme was made yesterday which possibly afected one
member of the cluster. Due to the tming of the eventsf the administrator theoriies that this change caused the problem.
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Which of the following should the administrator do NEXT? 

A. Escalate to the management team 

B. Change the IP address back to its previous state 

C. Test the theory by analyiing logs 

D. Create a plan of acton to present to management 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Karenf a new employeef is unable to get to the department\\'s server while other employees are having no issues. The
network administrator has verifed that Karen has permission to the server and the workstaton is able to get to other
network resources. Which of the following is the MOST likely cause? 

A. The department server is having network issues. 

B. Karenns workstaton is a part of the wrong VLAN. 

C. The onboard NIC has outdated drivers installed. 

D. The wireless NIC has not been enabled for Karenns workstaton. 

Correct Answer: B 
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